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1. Fill in the missing preposition: in, of, on, with. Then listen and check. 

Dyslexia has its “holiday”! This year, Dyslexia Awareness Day is _______ October 4th. What is 

dyslexia? Dyslexia is not an illness or a problem _______ intelligence. It just means the brain 

works differently. People _______ dyslexia have problems reading and understanding texts.  

If there is dyslexia _______ your family, you can be dyslexic, too. 

 

2. Listen and fill in the missing word. 

Why is reading difficult? 

People with dyslexia see ___________ moving around. They often mix up letters in a 

___________. They see b as d, frends instead of friends, or 37 instead of 73. So, they need more 

___________ to read and understand the ___________.  

People with dyslexia have difficulties at ___________. But the good thing is that they can think 

in ___________. They can imagine things very well. So, they can become really good at some 

___________. 

 

3. Which app is it about? Choose the correct answer. 

1. It’s an online app with funny exercises. a. Včelka  b. Tablexia  c. Whisper phone 

2. It’s for older children. a. Včelka  b. Tablexia  c. Whisper phone 

3. It helps you hear your voice. a. Včelka  b. Tablexia  c. Whisper phone 

4. You can make it at home. a. Včelka  b. Tablexia  c. Whisper phone 

5. It’s an online detective game. a. Včelka  b. Tablexia  c. Whisper phone 

6. There are also sounds and pictures. a. Včelka  b. Tablexia  c. Whisper phone 

 

4. Are the sentences T (true) or F (false)? 

a. This year, Dyslexia Awareness Day is on September 4th. ____ 

b. Dyslexia is an illness. ____ 

c. About 30% of the population is dyslexic. ____  

d. People with dyslexia can imagine things very well. ____  
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SOLUTIONS 
 

1. Fill in the missing preposition: in, of, on, with. Then listen and check. 

Dyslexia has its “holiday”! This year, Dyslexia Awareness Day is on October 4th. What is 

dyslexia? Dyslexia is not an illness or a problem of intelligence. It just means the brain works 

differently. People with dyslexia have problems reading and understanding texts.  If there is 

dyslexia in your family, you can be dyslexic, too. 

 

2. Listen and fill in the missing word. 

Why is reading difficult? 

People with dyslexia see letters moving around. They often mix up letters in a word. They see b 

as d, frends instead of friends, or 37 instead of 73. So, they need more time to read and 

understand the text.  

People with dyslexia have difficulties at school. But the good thing is that they can think in 

pictures. They can imagine things very well. So, they can become really good at some jobs. 

 

3. Which app is it about? Choose the correct answer. 

1. It’s an online app with funny exercises. a. Včelka  b. Tablexia  c. Whisper phone 

2. It’s for older children. a. Včelka  b. Tablexia  c. Whisper phone 

3. It helps you hear your voice. a. Včelka  b. Tablexia  c. Whisper phone 

4. You can make it at home. a. Včelka  b. Tablexia  c. Whisper phone 

5. It’s an online detective game. a. Včelka  b. Tablexia  c. Whisper phone 

6. There are also sounds and pictures. a. Včelka  b. Tablexia  c. Whisper phone 

 

4. Are the sentences T (true) or F (false)? 

a. This year, Dyslexia Awareness Day is on September 4th. F 

b. Dyslexia is an illness. F 

c. About 30% of the population is dyslexic. F  

d. People with dyslexia can imagine things very well. T  


